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X-rays scattered over 90 in two mutually perpendicular directions are split into their linearly polarized
components. Recently Baronova and Stepanenko realized that the three orthogonal X-ray paths are
consistent with Bragg reﬂection over 90 when the reﬂecting crystal planes are under 120 with each
other. These planes exist in crystals with three-fold symmetry, notably hexagonal crystals such as quartz,
and in cubic crystals such as silicon and germanium. X-ray spectropolarimetry with polarization-splitting
crystals can be done with various X-ray lines that are useful in diagnostics of Fast Ignition plasmas.
Ó 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Polarized X-ray spectra are almost always obtained by a single
Bragg reﬂection under 45 , a technique ﬁrst described [1] in the
1930s. At a 45 Bragg angle the component of X-rays linearly
polarized perpendicular to the reﬂecting crystal plane vanishes, so
that only the polarization direction parallel to the crystal plane
survives. The reﬂecting crystal plane is usually parallel to the crystal
surface, the reﬂection is symmetric, and the incoming and outgoing
X-rays lie in a plane perpendicular to the crystal’s surface. The
linearly polarized component that was suppressed during the ﬁrst
exposure is then obtained with a second crystal rotated 90 with
respect to the ﬁrst, or in a second exposure with the same crystal in
this second orientation.
The need for two crystals makes X-ray spectropolarimetry more
difﬁcult than X-ray spectroscopy. Experimental resources, from
money to the availability of only a single line of sight to the plasma,
could limit an instrument to a single crystal and a single linearly
polarized spectrum. The two linearly polarized spectra needed for
spectropolarimetry then demand a second exposure, from nominally the same but in fact a different plasma. Differences between
the linearly polarized spectra could then come from unintended
differences between the plasmas, not only from the spectrum’s
polarization. To a lesser degree the same problem exists even with
two identical crystals: they cannot be in the same place, hence they
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see the plasma from different angles. When the two crystals are far
enough away from the plasma, either of necessity (as in astrophysics) or when the source is strong enough and/or the registration equipment is sensitive enough, this so-called scene problem
does not exist. Two carefully aligned, toroidally curved crystals,
rotated 90 with respect to each other can be located far enough
away that the polarized spectra come from the same plasma
volume, and this work proves that plasma heating by a short-pulse
laser is done in part by hot electrons with an anisotropic electron
velocity distribution.
Baronova and Stepanenko [2–4] recently found an elegant way
to get two linearly polarized X-ray spectra in two asymmetric Bragg
reﬂections from a single crystal. Splitting the X-ray spectrum into
its two linearly polarized components removes all ambiguity about
the source of the radiation: the X-rays come in along a single path,
so that both polarized spectra represent the same source (albeit
averaged over the line of sight, and any other spatial or temporal
averages implicit in the measurement).
Here we summarize how a single crystal splits X-rays into its
two linearly polarized components as described in the literature
[2–5], with some additional material that has been developed since.
These analyses conﬁrm the conclusions stated earlier, that some of
the most common crystals in X-ray spectroscopy could be used also
for X-ray polarization spectroscopy. Compared with the symmetric
Bragg reﬂection geometry, a crystal rotated by 45 would split the
polarization of certain other X-rays. With this information an
adventurous X-ray spectroscopist could be tempted to try out
X-ray polarization spectroscopy without having to obtain new
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crystals: simply turn an available crystal to its polarization-splitting
geometry and supply the appropriate registration equipment.

2. Geometry for X-ray polarization splitting
The left side of Fig. 1 illustrates perpendicular scattering, the
technique with which X-rays have been polarized since the early
1900s. Unpolarized X-rays come down from a point source along
the z-axis. The short open blue arrow parallel to the X-axis indicates
polarization in the X-direction, while the closed red arrow parallel
to the Y-axis suggests polarization parallel to the Y-axis. X-rays are
polarized when the incoming and scattered X-ray paths are
perpendicular. Hence, X-rays scattered in the y-direction are linearly polarized along x, while X-rays scattered in the x-direction are
linearly polarized along y.
When the scatterer has a regular structure, as in a crystal, the
scattered X-rays can interfere constructively. This happens when
the X-ray wavelength l satisﬁes the Bragg condition, l ¼ 2d sin q,
with d the distance between the reﬂecting crystal planes. The
X-rays scatter over 90 when q ¼ 45 : for polarized X-rays the
2
wavelength lt is lt ¼ 2d2 .
The cubic crystal with unit length a suggested in Fig. 1 is
oriented along the coordinate axes such that the crystal planes with
Miller indices (011), suggested by the long dashed red lines, scatter
X-rays along y. The crystal planes with Miller indices (101), the
short blue dashes, scatter X-rays in the x-direction. These two
planes are equivalent and have the same 2d-spacing, so that the
X-rays reﬂected along x satisfy the same Bragg condition as the
X-rays reﬂected along y: these X-rays separate into their two
linearly polarized components.
The two polarizing crystal planes (101) and (011) are equivalent
to a third crystal plane, (110). This is the diagonal crystal plane in
Fig. 1, through the Z-axis and symmetrically in between X and Y.
This diagonal plane is also the mirror symmetry plane of the two
polarizing crystal planes. The three crystal planes intersect along
the diagonal given by the long red–blue dashes, so that they are
rotated 120 with respect to each other [5]. The 120 angle between
equivalent crystal planes needed for polarization splitting was ﬁrst
calculated [2,3] for quartz, which has hexagonal symmetry and
therefore contains many polarizing planes.
Equal reﬂection from the two polarizing crystal planes occurs
only when the X-ray geometry has the same mirror symmetry as
the two planes. Therefore, the incoming X-ray path must lie in the
plane of mirror symmetry, and the crystal must be cut with its
surface perpendicular to the mirror symmetry plane. The right side
ofpFig.
ﬃﬃﬃ 1 is a side view of this plane, a rectangle with length a and
a 2. The X-rays come in from the top, and in this projection lie
along the rectangle’s vertical edge. The two linearly polarized
X-rays are both perpendicular to the incoming X-rays, so that in this
projection they coincide with each other, and with the rectangle’s
horizontal edge as shown by the open, colored arrows marked ‘full’.
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Fig. 1. (Color online) A polarizing cubic crystal.

(221)

In this projection the rectangle’s top right corner is where the
X-rays meet the crystal surface. Any line that goes through the top
left corner can then be the projection of the crystal’s surface.
Crystals prefer to cleave and grow along preferred crystal planes,
and crystals in X-ray spectroscopy are usually ground with their
surface along speciﬁc crystal planes. The ﬁgure shows two standard
choices. The (111) plane intersects the symmetry plane along line
marked (111), while the line marked (221) is the cubic crystal’s
three-fold symmetry axis that is the diagonal of the cubic unit cell.
The cubic crystals silicon or germanium are often cut along the
(111) crystal plane, while the cut along the (221) plane that contains
the trigonal symmetry axis is relatively rare.
A hexagonal crystal such as quartz or sapphire is often cut with
its axis of hexagonal symmetry in the surface plane. The surface is
then along a crystal plane with Bravais–Miller indices (hki0) (and
h þ k þ i ¼ 0). One of the most common cuts in quartz, the C-cut, has
Bravais–Miller indices ð1010Þ. However, the surface cut does not
affect the crystal’s polarizing properties provided that it is
perpendicular to a mirror symmetry plane.
The angles of the incoming X-rays with the crystal’s polarizing
planes are, of course, ﬁxed at 45 : how the crystal is cut determines
its proper orientation with respect to the incoming X-rays. When
the crystal is cut with its three-fold symmetry axis along the
surface, the angle q between the incoming X-rays and the
symmetry axis was derived algebraically [4] for a hexagonal crystal,
and geometrically [5] for the cubic system of Fig. 1. Brieﬂy, in a cubic
system the symmetry axis is the diagonal in the rectangle
marked
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
(221), deﬁned by the
right triangle with sides a; a 2, and a 3.
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

Therefore, sin q ¼ 2=3 and q ¼ 54.7 .
When the crystal is cut with its three-fold symmetry axis along
the surface, the incoming X-rays also reﬂect from the crystal planes
parallel to the surface. The angle of reﬂection is then q, and the
2
Bragg condition is ls ¼ 2ds sin q or ls ¼ 8d2s =3: the crystal planes
parallel to the surface have spacing ds. Fig. 1 shows this reﬂection by
the short ﬁlled arrow marked ’partial’. The angle between the
incoming X-ray and this reﬂection is 180  2q ¼ 70.6 : X-rays
reﬂected from surface planes along the three-fold symmetry axis
come off the crystal on the same side of the polarized X-ray
reﬂections: their wave lengths are connected by the 2d-spacings of
the respective planes.
For a cubic crystal a more common surface cut is along the (111)
crystal plane. In Fig. 1 the smaller right triangle deﬁnes p
the
ﬃﬃﬃ angle of
f. The triangle’s edges are a 2=2; a and
the
X-rays with the surface,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2=3 and f ¼ 35.3 : f complements q. The
a 3=2, hence cos f ¼
short unmarked ﬁlled arrow in Fig. 1 suggests this reﬂection that is
now on the opposite side of the linearly polarized reﬂections, on
the inside of the rectangle. For this (111) surface cut the angle of the
incoming X-rays with the three-fold symmetry axis remains
q ¼ 54.7: the three-fold symmetry axis in a cubic crystal is under
an angle q  f ¼ 19.4 with the (111) plane. The shaded triangle in
the mirror symmetry
plane on the right side of Fig. 1 shows that
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1=3.
sinðq  fÞ ¼
Fig. 2 shows a convenient way to orient a polarization-splitting
crystal. The left side is for silicon, cut with its surface parallel to the
(111) plane. It is mounted on the long right edge of a cylindrical
block
pﬃﬃﬃ whose
pﬃﬃﬃcross section is a right triangle with relative lengths
1; 2, and 3, the same shape as in the right part of Fig. 1. X-rays
parallel to the p
hypotenuse
now have the desired angle of incidence,
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1=3 or f ¼ 35.3 . The polarizing planes inside the
with sin f ¼
crystal reﬂect the linearly polarized X-rays, the open red and closed
blue arrows, over 90 so that they overlap in this projection. The
dashed arrow indicates the X-rays that reﬂect symmetrically from
crystal planes parallel to the surface.
The right side in Fig. 2 is for a hexagonal crystal such as quartz, cut
with its surface parallel to the axis of three-fold symmetry. It is
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Fig. 2. Polarizing and symmetric reﬂections for a surface parallel to the (111) crystal
plane in a cubic crystal such as silicon (left), and for a hexagonal crystal such as quartz
with its three-fold symmetry axis in the surface (right).

mounted on the short edge of the rectangle, so that X-rays coming
from the
left have the proper angle of incidence, now with
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2=3 and q ¼ 54.7. Again, the polarized X-rays come out of
sin q ¼
the crystal perpendicular to the incoming X-rays and overlap in this
projection, as illustrated by the two overlapping open red and closed
blue arrows. The dashed arrow is for X-rays that reﬂect from crystal
planes parallel to the surface.
By themselves, polarization-splitting crystals are not special:
they can provide the standard, symmetric Bragg reﬂections that are
commonly used in X-ray spectroscopy. Their special feature is that
they contain crystal planes that are rotated 120 with respect to
each other, which makes it possible to have three mutually
perpendicular X-ray paths, incoming and two asymmetrically
reﬂected, when the crystal is properly oriented. Perpendicular X-ray
paths are a natural ﬁt to any square or rectangular X-ray spectrometer, which would make an ideal X-ray spectropolarimeter.
Fig. 3 is the front face of the HENEX spectrometer built by NIST
and NRL [6]. The red lined box in the top left behind the rectangular
aperture suggests one of HENEX’s four convex survey crystals. One
of these crystals is quartz, cut with its surface ð1010Þ so that this
crystal is suitable for polarization splitting [2–4]. The dashed arrow
shows the symmetrically reﬂected X-rays from this crystal’s standard orientation.
The top right aperture in Fig. 3 shows the same quartz ð1010Þ
crystal rotated over 45 . To complete the polarizing orientation the

Fig. 4. Projection of the X-ray paths in a von Hamos curved crystal geometry.

crystal is mounted on the block of Fig. 2, this time shown perpendicular to Fig. 2. The open blue and closed red arrows suggest the
two polarizing reﬂections rotated 90 with respect to each other,
while the dashed arrow is the same symmetric reﬂection as in the
top left.
X-ray spectropolarimetry with two different crystals and
possibly two different X-ray emitting plasmas becomes simpler
when it can be done with a single crystal that can split the X-rays
into its two polarization directions. But, this simplicity comes at
a cost. The crystals must be hexagonal or cubic, not all cuts work,
and the crystal’s axis of rotational symmetry must properly
oriented with respect to the X-rays (including the plasma’s
anisotropy). All other issues in conventional X-ray spectroscopy
remain, notably calibration, and the compromises between resolution, reﬂectivity, sensitivity, and throughput. Furthermore, not all
the ways that these issues are dealt with in conventional X-ray
spectroscopy carry over to X-ray polarization with a single crystal.
Bending the crystal changes its resolution and reﬂectivity, and
may bring symmetrically reﬂected X-rays to a focus so that the
intensity increases. Bending a polarization-splitting crystal changes
its resolution; however, as is seen in Fig. 4 the asymmetric geometry precludes focusing of the polarized X-rays and the resulting
increase in intensity.
Fig. 4 is the cross section of a cylindrically curved crystal in the
von Hamos geometry, projected perpendicular to the crystal’s axis
of curvature. The solid magenta arrows that start in the crystal’s
center of curvature represent the incoming, unpolarized X-rays that
reﬂect symmetrically, along the dashed black arrows back onto the
Table 1
Some well-polarizable photon energies in hexagonal crystals, the closest resonance
(‘w’) X-ray line, and its Bragg angle.
Crystal

a (nm)

hki0

3hkil (keV)

Line

Angle ( )

Quartz

0.49137

Sapphire

0.47628

Beryl

0.9088

1120
3030
4030
1230
2020
3470

3.5685
6.1806
8.2409
5.5235
4.251
6.7757

Kþ17
Mnþ23
Cuþ27
Crþ22
Scþ19
Feþ24

45.95
45.00
43.98
44.41
44.15
45.50

Table 2
Some polarizing wave lengths for (cubic, fcc) crystals Si and Ge.
Crystal
Fig. 3. Some X-ray paths in the HENEX spectrometer (top left) and a HENEX spectropolarimeter (top right).

Silicon
Germanium

a (nm)
0.5431
0.5660

hkl
404
224

3hkl (keV)
9.1318
6.1960

Line
þ28

Zn
Mnþ23

Angle ( )
45.85
45.14
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axis of curvature, with X-rays reﬂecting from different axial positions on top of each other in this projection. The polarized X-rays
indicated by the open blue and closed red arrows rotated 45 with
respect to the incoming X-rays, in contrast, do not intersect at the
same point when they reﬂect from different points on the crystal.
Instead, they form a caustic. X-ray polarization splitting cannot use
von Hamos focusing to increase the reﬂected X-ray intensity.
However, a convex crystal that emphasizes a particular photon
energy range works just as well for the symmetric as for the
polarizing asymmetric reﬂections.
For easy reference Table 1 contains a few wave lengths and
corresponding energies 3p ¼ ðhc=lp Þ=e for some hexagonal crystals
including quartz [3] and Table 2 illustrates the same for some cubic
crystals (Si and Ge). [5] These tables show only coincidences
between 3p and the spectroscopically most useful photon energy 3Z
for the resonance (‘w’) line in helium-like ions, as calculated in
Ref. [7], within 1. Many more lines become polarizable when the
range is widened.

In summary we note that we treat only the hardware part of
X-ray spectropolarimetry, and omit the very important problem of
what can be deduced concerning the plasma from the emitted
polarized X-rays. Finally, we note that a recent book by Fijimoto [8]
gives a systematic introduction to X-ray spectropolarimetry.
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